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carefully to ensure the correct # of pieces are stacked beneath each 
template before cutting.

NOTE - Repositionable glue placed on the backside of each template will 
keep the templates and (TLS) from moving during the cutting process.

 ► Fabric L1, L3, L5, L7, (TLS) #2 & #3 
Step 1: Cut (1) 2-1/2” by 42” strip from each Fabric L1, L3, L5, & 
L7. Stack the strips facing right-side up on your cutting table in 
descending order. Fabric L7 on the bottom, Fabric L1 on the top.

Step 2: Units L1L,L2L,L3L, L4L (TLS) #2 and Units L1R,L2R,L3R, L4R 
(TLS) #3 are used to cut (3) left and (2) right pieces from each fabric.

Step 3: Place the left pieces in Bag #L1, right pieces in Bag #L2.  

 ► Fabric L2, L4, L6, L8, (TLS) #1 & #4 
Step 1: Cut (1) 2-1/2” by 42” strip from each Fabric L2, L4, L6, & 
L8. Stack the strips facing right-side up on your cutting table in 
descending order starting with Fabric L8 on the bottom, finishing 
with Fabric L2 on the top.

Step 2: Units L1R, L2R, L3R, L4R (TLS) #1 & Units L1L, L2L, L3L, L4L 
(TLS) #4 are used to cut (3) right and (2) left pieces from each fabric.

Step 3: Place the left pieces in Bag #L1, right pieces in Bag #L2.  

 ► Fabric L9, (TLS) #9, #10, (T-TLS) #7 & #8,
NOTE - Quiltster: If you precut your fabric strips using the Quiltster APP, 
you will need to subcut the 13-1/2“ strip into (1) 3-1/2” strip and (4) 
2-1/2” strips to achieve the number of strips listed in Step 1 and Step 3.

Step 1:  Cut and position (1) 3-1/2” by 42” strip facing right-side 
up. T-Temp L2 Layout Sheet #9 and T-Temp L1 Layout Sheet #10 
are used to cut (4) pieces for each template.

 Left (TLS) #2 Right (TLS) #3

(TLS) #3 (TLS) #2

Bag #L1 Left Bag #L2 Right

Right  (TLS) #1 Left (TLS) #4

(TLS) #1 (TLS) #4

Bag #L1 LeftBag #L2 Right

Step 2: The (4) pieces are stacked beneath each Layout Sheet. 
Cut on Line 1 to separate the Sec. Templates. Sew the TRP lines on 
each template then place (4) each 
(T-TLS) L1 & L2 into each Bag #L1 
and #L2.

Step 3: Cut (4) 2-1/2” by 42” strips from Fabric L9. The strips are 
stacked facing right-side up, placing (2) strips each in (2) stacks. 
Units L1R, L2R, L3R, L4R, (TLS) #7 and Units L1L, L2L, L3L, & L4L, 
(TLS) #8 are used to cut (4) left and (4) right pieces for each (TLS).

Step 4: The (4) pieces are stacked beneath each Layout Sheet. 
Complete the cutting by slicing through the paper and fabric on 
each Cut Line. The left pieces are placed in Bag #L1, right pieces 
are placed in Bag #L2.  

 ► Fabric L10, (TLS) #5, #6
NOTE - Quiltster: If you precut your fabric strips using the Quiltster APP, 
you will need to subcut the 20“ strip into (8) 2-1/2” strips to achieve the 
number of strips listed in Step 1. 

Step 1: Cut (8) 2-1/2” by 42” strips from Fabric L10. The strips 
are stacked facing right-side up, placing (4) strips in each stack. 
Units L1R, L2R, L3R, & L4R, (TLS) #5 and Units L1L, L2L, L3L, & L4L, 
(TLS) #6 are used to cut (4) left and (4) right pieces for each (TLS).

Step 1: The cutting is completed by slicing through the paper 
and fabric on each Cut Line. The left pieces are placed in Bag # L1, 
right pieces are placed in Bag L2.

Cutting Fabric Swatches to Label your Papers: On Page 
16, there are (8) Star Groups labeled with the assigned Fabric 
#s printed on your foundation papers. Fabric swatches are cut 
from each fabric color, then pasted onto each Star Group. You 
will need to cut (5) small swatches from each Fabric #L1-L8, (24) 
small swatches from Fabric #L9, and (32) swatches from Fabric 
#L10.  Before you cut your foundation papers apart, use the small 
swatches to label them.  L1 = Yellow, L2 = Orange, etc (See the 
Table on Page 14).  You can also use the graphics on Page 16 as 
a guide for which locations to glue a swatch on your newsprint 
sheets.      
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